1ST ANNUAL
ORANGE COUNTY
HS CHEMISTRY
SYMPOSIUM

Networking
Sharing Best Practices
Moving Forward Together in
NGSS implementation

“SCIENCE is simply the
word we use to describe a
method of organizing our
CURIOSITY

- Tim Minchin

Workshops/presentations include:

- 2nd Chance Chemistry: Strategies for Students who Struggle
- Chemistry Technology Toolkit: 21st Century Apps for the Classroom
- A Hot Air Balloon Project: NGSS Engineering in Chemistry
- POGIL for Chemistry: Process-Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning
- Chemistry Models: Twiggy & Gigi Haddid have nothing on Moly Mod!
- Atomic Theory Retold: Storytelling in Chemistry
- The Chemical Education Exchange: A New Learning Environment
- Sharks & Turtles: Models of Dynamic Equilibria

The intention is that this will become an annual event for Orange County Chemistry Teachers. We look forward to learning with you!
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Orange County
HS CHEMISTRY
Symposium

- Saturday, March 9, 2019
  @ 8:30 AM– 3:00 PM
- Rowland Hall, UC Irvine

- $20 registration includes
  parking & lunch
- Registration fee waived
  for presenters
- Enrollment limited to
  36 participants
- Contact Steve Sogo
  ssogo@lbusd.org
  for more information or to
  pre-register.
- Registration opens ~2/15/19
- Click here to register
  http://ocacs.sites.acs.org/
  hschemicalsymp.htm